
The reforms in the area of combating corruption are going on 
 

 

Member of the Commission on Combating Corruption, Head of Department of Work 

with Law Enforcement bodies of the Executive Office of the President Mr. Fuad Alesgerov 

gave an interview to 'Azerbaijan" newspaper on 26 September, 2006. 

 

 

 Discussed were the measures implemented in the area of combating corruption, Council 

of Europe’s GRECO   report on Azerbaijan, the role of this report in the light of carried 

measures, GRECO recommendations, status of their implementation and involvement of civil 

society representatives into these processes. Giving a comprehensive answers to all questions 

Mr. Alesgerov noted that at present Azerbaijan passes through dynamic economic growth 

period which is visible in each sphere of social economic life. By its economic growth rate 

Azerbaijan takes one of the leading positions in the world.  In order to create favourable 

conditions for the development of economy and improve the activities of public bodies strict 

measures should be taken toward the obstacles and negative cases also in the area of 

combating corruption.  Azerbaijan has already signed to main international anti-corruption 

documents and undertook obligations. These documents include Civil law and Criminal law 

Conventions of Council of Europe, UN Convention on Combating Corruption and Main Anti-

corruption principles of CoE.  

 

During an interview he also talked about political will of the state in the area of combating 

corruption which was expressed by adoption of State Program on Combating Corruption and 

numerous legislative acts. State Program will cover the period of 2004-2006. Measures in the 

areas of legislation, civil service, economic-social and enlightenment are envisioned in the 

program.    As a result of conducted reforms Azerbaijan was repeatedly praised and nominated 

high credits by international organizations. Apart from adopted normative legal acts concerning 

different areas also numerous institutional measures were carried out.  Two specialized bodies 

Commission on Combating Corruption and Department on Combating Corruption with the 

General Prosecutor’s office were established and equipped with necessary personnel and 

technical material base. The new Commission on Civil Service Issues was established. Mr 

Alesgerov also noted that by the decrees of the President the salaries of civil servants have 

considerably increased. 

 

 Mr Alesgerov than gave information about CoE’s GRECO group and scope of its 

evaluations. Addressing questions concerning GRECO evaluation report on Azerbaijan Mr 

Alesgerov noted that GRECO experts highly evaluated carried out reforms in Azerbaijan and 

expressed that the country had chosen the right course. Report says that Azerbaijan 

Government has a strong will in combating corruption and in near future this’ll yield the results. 

As to Mr Alesgerov the GRECO  report was discussed also at the meeting of the Anti-

Corruption Commission. Commission decided to establish a new working group for coordination 

of the activities of different state bodies while execution of recommendations. All state bodies 

and concerned parties were sent the copies of recommendations. Mr. Alesgerov also expressed 

his regret that some media units perverted the GRECO report by taking separate words from 
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the context. He said that such an activities led to confusion among society, put shadow on 

implemented measures  and decreases the trust to media.  

 

Answering to questions  related to participation of  civil society in the Commission’s 

activities Mr Alesgerov noted that representatives of different local and international NGO’s take 

part in the activities of the Working groups acting within the Commission. These organizations 

include OSCE, ABA, Transparency Azerbaijan, Constitution Researches Fund and etc. 

Commission held public hearings of different laws and regularly requests independent experts 

and specialized NGO’s to comment on projects.   

 

At the end of the interview Mr Alesgerov noted that  GRECO report was translated by the 

Commission and presented to public so that anyone could have an access to not perverted  

information. He also told that the GRECO report doesn’t reflect only the views of public officials 

but also views of civil society and private sector representatives. Mr Alesgerov considers that 

the implementation of these recommendations will make all members of the CoE and the world 

society more enlightened about the measures carried out in Azerbaijan in the area of combating 

corruption.  

 

The Republic of Azerbaijan has many times expressed its will and desire to cooperate with 

international organizations and always supported efficient initiatives. He is sure that higher 

results will be reflected in next evaluation report connected to the implementation of GRECO 

recommendations. 
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